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Introduction
The 1970s were a watershed period for privacy. The growing use of mainframe computers by States and large corporations, coupled with controversies around State use of personal data to take often covert, illicit actions against citizens, drove policy-makers to grapple with the implications of this heady mix 2016 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved. We could avoid this agenda in numerous ways. We could seek a new definition to replace, or augment, informational self-determination and develop corresponding tools to protect privacy as redefined. We could decide that the suite of problems arising due to data analytics and machine learning are not privacy problems at all, and find them a separate conceptual home. Or, recognizing that privacy has reached this juncture before and will do so again, we could adopt the aforementioned agenda and take a more radical approach.
We advocate a more radical approach: embracing privacy as an essentially contested concept in order to shift the focus of research towards developing tools that facilitate our ability to work with privacy's multi-faceted and open-textured meaning. Such an approach is viable, however, only if contests over privacy can be seen as generative and productive, rather than as an excuse to dismiss privacy as a muddle or a myth, or even worse as an excuse to exert power. To further this approach, we here offer an analytic tool for mapping the many kinds of arguments, disputes and disagreements in which privacy is suffused. Mapping these contestations is crucial to realizing their generative value to privacy. We begin by surveying a notion of essentially contested concepts; we then show that this notion characterizes privacy today; on this basis, we describe the implications for designers and data scientists; and finally, we present an analytic approach to grasping privacy's value amidst its contestedness.
Essentially contested concepts
In 1956, W. B. Gallie argued that 'there are concepts which are essentially contested, concepts the proper use of which inevitably involves endless disputes about their proper uses on the part of their users' [14, p. 169 ]. Gallie sought to counter the false dilemma according to which concepts are either clearly delineated or badly confused. He argued instead that a concept is essentially contested where disputes about its 'essence or central meaning' are both paramount and central to the concept itself. Such concepts-for example, democracy, art, freedom-'evoke[s] disagreement not only about marginal cases . . . but also about paradigm or core cases' [15, p. 149] . Essentially contested concepts 'are present to us only in the form of contestation about what the ideal really is' [15, p. 151] . Part of their work in the world is to provide the venue for 'a particular sort of adversarial discourse' [16] .
In claiming privacy as an essentially contested concept, we argue that contests about privacy and the ambiguity of meaning that they simultaneously beget are battles for its core and essential to its functioning. Concepts of privacy compete against one another at the level of both theory and practice. This suggests the usefulness of Gallie's theory in this domain insofar as, as Garver notes, ' [c]oncepts are essentially contested only derivatively, because they are employed in essentially contested arguments' [17, p. 258 ] implying that '[p]artisans, not theorists, determine whether a conflict involves an essentially contested concept' [17, p. 258] .
Scholars of privacy know well that it is a concept widely regarded as contested in practice. Sociologist Alan Westin, in his landmark 1967 book Privacy and freedom, penned this disturbing thought: 'Few values so fundamental to society as privacy have been left so undefined in social theory or have been the subject of such vague and confused writing by social scientists' [18, p. 5] . Philosopher of law Judith Jarvis Thomson, in a 1975 article expressing scepticism about the coherence of the very concept of privacy, wrote that: 'the most striking thing about the right to privacy is that nobody seems to have any very clear idea what it is' [19, p. 295] . More recently, legal theorist Robert Post notes that ' [p] rivacy is a value so complex, so entangled in competing and contradictory dimensions, so engorged with various and distinct meanings, that I sometimes despair whether it can be usefully addressed at all' [20, p. 2087] ; and privacy theorist Daniel Solove simply pronounces it 'a concept in disarray' [21, p. 9] .
However, not all contested concepts are essentially contested. Some are simply what Gallie referred to as 'radically confused'. In these cases, confusion can be abated by either a new meaning that engenders widespread agreement among prior disputants, or decomposition of the polysemous concept into a number of different but related concepts. Viewed in this light, we can say that legal theorists, philosophers and practitioners have generally sought to overcome privacy's contestability in ways that involve treating privacy as simply confused. Some attempt to reduce ambiguity by narrowing the range of ideas that fly under privacy's banner, while others attempt to legitimize ambiguity through heuristics that bound multiple concepts of privacy.
Meanwhile, some have recently developed a different approach to privacy that focuses on situated practice. These bottom-up approaches promise to sidestep the idea that barriers to privacy protection are erected by privacy's ambiguity and vagueness.
For example, Helen Nissenbaum has developed a theory of informational privacy as contextual integrity [9] . This theory aims to provide a justification for personal information privacy grounded in two norms-'appropriateness' and 'distribution' (or 'flow')-that Nissenbaum argues are individually necessary and jointly sufficient for privacy. The norm of appropriateness picks out what personal information can be appropriately revealed in a given context. The norm of flow is informed by work in social theory, including by Michael Walzer and Pierre Bourdieu, claiming that modern societies are characterized by a plurality of distinct spheres of practical activity, each of which is governed by its own internally negotiated values such that what is acceptable in one sphere may be radically inapplicable to other spheres. Nissenbaum's norm of flow helps pick out 'whether [information's] distribution, or flow, respects contextual norms of information flow' [22, p. 141] . Both norms of appropriateness and flow are contextually variable yet omnipresent. In every context, some norms of appropriateness and flow are applicable, though (presumably) no norm of appropriateness or flow is applicable in every context, thus 'distributing social goods of one sphere according to criteria of another constitutes injustice' [22, p. 145] and where the social good so distributed is personal information, the form of injustice constitutes a privacy violation.
For another example of this approach, consider the work of legal theorist Daniel Solove. Rather than attempting to displace extant privacy concepts with a single unitary concept, even if a flexible one, Solove deploys Ludwig Wittgenstein's famous metaphor for language to develop a pluralistic 'family resemblance' method of conceptualizing privacy [21] . Following Wittgenstein's argument that it is often pointless to try to develop formal singular definitions of certain terms (e.g. that of 'game'), since in actual linguistic use such terms overlap and criss-cross in a variety of ways [23] , Solove argues that 'privacy is not one thing, but a cluster of many distinct yet related things' [21, p. 37] . Solove develops a taxonomy of 16 distinct privacy harms arranged across four categories of information collection, information processing, information dissemination and invasion. His pluralist approach decomposes privacy into a set of discrete but related concepts while maintaining a contextual, open-ended and flexible approach to deployment.
The directions taken by Nissenbaum, Solove and others [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] are appealing in that they facilitate privacy research in the face of the contestability that some have used as an excuse for dismissing privacy's contemporary relevance altogether-perhaps best exemplified in former CEO of Sun Microsystems Scott McNealy's famous claim, 'You have zero privacy anyway, get over it'. Both Nissenbaum and Solove work past privacy's disarray while retaining its multiplicity. Yet neither engages head-on with privacy's essential contestability. Thus, their efforts advance privacy work, but in ways that risk diminishing the generative power of contestability.
Recognizing privacy's essential contestedness is key to securing its generativity for generations to come. Privacy's ability to respond to problems created by technology and societal change is essential to its ongoing relevance. Essential contests are, notes Gallie [14, p. 184] , an 'actual inchoate condition of growth'. By recognizing privacy as essentially contested, we acknowledge that rival uses are 'not only logically possible', and 'humanly' probable, but also of 'permanent potential critical value' [14, p. 193] . It is ongoing debates about privacy's meaning and application that ensure its relevance to tomorrow's challenges. Privacy's open texture, and the existence of multiple conceptions of the concept contesting at the level of theory and application, enable this concept to do its most meaningful work. These, then, would be the advantages of working with privacy's essential contestedness.
But is privacy actually an essentially contested concept? In the following section, we argue that it is. On that basis, we will then turn in §4 to delineating important implications of this view for the direction of privacy research and the practice of data science today. 
(a) Appraisiveness
Gallie's first condition requires essentially contested concepts to be appraisive. In Gallie's examples-art, democracy and being a champion athlete-the concepts are certainly typically considered achievements. While Gallie's initial formulation focused on the appraisive nature of the concept-the 'sense that it signifies or accredits some kind of valued achievement' [14, p. 171]-others have refined the understanding of appraisiveness, explaining that essentially contested concepts are evaluative (positive or negative) and descriptive. Privacy is appraisivethe best, most true conception of privacy is both hotly contested and normatively desirable.
While the results of its use are not always positive, and those who can demand it do not always choose to avail themselves of it, it is always valued, and those who can successfully claim privacy have power over those who cannot. Being able to secure one's privacy against the State or other individuals is a valued achievement. We see privacy as appraisive in that typical debates over privacy share the common assumption that privacy is a good thing to have, that it is good for society or at least for the individual. Even in controversies where privacy is argued by some to be on the whole negative (the alleged ability of terrorists to keep their communications private from law enforcement agencies, say), this is typically not because support for privacy is not something to praise, but because some other value (security, say) outweighs it in a given instance.
Waldron explains that essentially contested concepts can be 'solution-concept(s)' as well as 'achievement-concept(s)' [15, p. 158] . Privacy 'is the concept of a solution to a problem we're not sure how to solve; and rival conceptions are rival proposals for solving it or rival proposals for doing the best we can in this regard given that the problem is insoluble' [15, Other scholars have explained that, in addition to the normative valence associated with essentially contested concepts, they can be descriptive-describing the necessary attributes or component parts of a valued state. Privacy can function in this way too: as discussed below, its various internal attributes can be used both to describe states that satisfy the conditions for a particular conception of privacy, and to posit its normative value. The ability to traverse descriptive and normative explains part of the complexity and dynamism of contests over privacy. It allows for multiple levels of disagreement operating on the empirical and theoretical levels [29, 30] . Such disagreements will often take the form of rational argumentation, but they can also be rooted in more emotional, affective and embodied differences [31] .
(b) Internal complexity
Scholarship, practice and contemporary debates evince privacy's internal complexity. The contest over privacy is fuelled by complexity at multiple levels. Despite a long pedigree, there are ongoing contestations over privacy's objectives, justifications, applications and ongoing relevance for contemporary life. The harms it can be leveraged to protect against range from physical intrusions on the person, to trespasses on certain physical spaces, to meddling in relationships, to observations and informational uses.
The multiple adjectives that moderate privacy today-decisional privacy, associational privacy, informational privacy, bodily privacy-attest to a different aspect of its internal complexity [30] . Importantly, the ability to separate privacy into distinct strains does not preclude it from being an essentially contested concept. In some instances, disaggregation may solve privacy contests. But despite efforts to distinguish privacy strains that apply to different situations or objects-informational privacy protecting personal data; decisional privacy protecting the mental space necessary for individual judgement; bodily privacy protecting against physical incursions; limited access to the self-protecting against unwanted visual and auditory access; etc.-contests over privacy's core continue because often the abstract lines connecting privacy strains to contexts or conditions or objects are less neat and tidy in practice or not appreciated by those faced with the need to deploy privacy protection. Different concepts may be more or less fit for certain situations, yet they routinely compete, and agreement is only partial at both the theoretical and applied levels. Even in the face of disaggregation, all strains of privacy operate under the concept of privacy [30] .
An example from a watershed US Supreme Court privacy case illustrates the complexity operating at multiple levels. Kyllo v. US involved an investigation of a marijuana cultivation and distribution operation in which a federal agent used a thermal imaging device to scan the outside of Kyllo's home [32] . The resulting thermal image was used to obtain a warrant to search the house. Kyllo moved to suppress the evidence recovered from the search of his home, arguing that the use of the thermal imaging device to scan it was an invasion of his reasonable expectation of privacy. In a five to four decision, the Supreme Court held that 'obtaining by sense-enhancing technology any information regarding the interior of the home that could not otherwise have been obtained without physical "intrusion into a constitutionally protected area", constitutes a search-at least where (as here) the technology in question is not in general public use' [32, p. 28] . The Kyllo case was contested at every level. The parties disagreed over the object of privacy under contention. The government argued that Kyllo had no expectation of privacy in 'the heat emitted from the home' [33] , while Kyllo argued that what privacy protected was the 'private activities' occurring within the home. The five justices who made up the majority determined that the case was about the 'use of technology to pry into our homes' [33] , the related matter of the sanctity of 'private lives', and the need to draw a not only 'firm but also bright' [32, p. 40] The dissenting justices drew a distinction between 'through-the-wall surveillance that gives the observer or listener direct access to information' [32, p. 41] and 'inferences from information in the public domain' [32, p. 49 ] explaining that inferences drawn from 'gathered data exposed on the outside of petitioner's home' [32, p. 41] did not intrude on privacy. Justice Stevens's writing for the dissent explained, 'it would be quite absurd to characterize [the police's] thought processes' [32, p. 44 ]-the inference they drew from the data that seeped through the walls-as 'searches'.
The majority justified its decision to prohibit the use of thermal imagers absent a warrant in order to protect the privacy of in-home activities on the basis that 'at the very core' of the Fourth Amendment 'stands the right of a man to retreat into his own home and there be free from unreasonable governmental intrusion' [32, p. 31] . The ruling was justified by the need to limit the Government's access to individuals' private lives.
(c) Diverse describability
Owing to its internal complexity, privacy can be described in multiple ways. Kyllo v. US just discussed offers one example. Another more recent case, US v. Jones, presents a whole parade of privacy formations. The three opinions-majority and two concurring opinions-offer different formulations of privacy. Each of the opinions find the Government actions to violate the Fourth Amendment, but each emphasizes different aspects of the Governments' actions as problematicone focusing on the intrusion on private effects and one on the risk posed by warrantless GPS surveillance to the Fourth Amendment goal of 'curb[ing] arbitrary exercises of police power' and 'preventing "a too permeating police surveillance"' [34, p. 4] , and the third on 'what is really important (the use of a GPS for the purpose of long-term tracking)' [34, p. 7] . While reaching the same result, the analysis in each opinion focuses on different aspects of the Government's behaviour, different risks and different justifications. In fact, the second concurrence, written by Justice Alito, agrees with little in the majority opinion save the holding. Each of the opinions has merit, and 'there is nothing absurd or [completely] contradictory' in the distinct efforts to protect privacy [14, p. 172 ].
(d) Openness
Fourth, Gallie argues that an essentially contested concept is persistently vague or open, it 'admits of considerable modification in the light of changing circumstances' [14, p. 172] . It is popular to describe privacy as 'contextual' in a narrower sense, to argue that, for example, sharing of information with your doctor in your doctor's office is different from sharing that same information at a cocktail party, because of the contextual situation. But the concept of privacy (not just its application) is itself 'open'. The history of privacy exhibits this openness. And, relevant in particular to contemporary trends in data science and information technology, privacy's ongoing contestability can be closely tied to the creation of particular technologies and the business models or use cases to which they were applied.
To illustrate, consider two small slices of privacy's history: disclosure, as well as rights to access and correct data that might be used to make Government determinations. These principles were reflected in the US Privacy Act of 1974, in the OECD guidelines in 1980 [2] and are still apparent in FTC reports and EU data protection regulation.
The distance between privacy as it figured in public and legal discussions from the 1890s to the 1960s and privacy as it was later refigured in the 1970s is an exhibit of privacy's openness. The technological and social contexts in which privacy was invoked in each moment were radically different. And yet privacy was leveraged in both contexts, and across both contexts, in such a way as to protect that which people valued. Importantly, despite its differences, appeals in both contexts were made to privacy. Practitioners in the later context could have jettisoned the concept. Rather than discard it, they sought to transform it, and to do so by arguing over its meaning. That privacy was transformable in this way indicates its conceptual openness.
Today, we again face the prospect of an open and transformable concept of privacy. As we described in the Introduction, the 1970s-era guidelines that continue to structure our thinking about privacy are bumping up against powerful new technologies that expose their limits.
(e) Reciprocal recognition
Subsequent scholars have questioned whether recognition by other disputants is a requirement for essentially contested concepts. Regardless of whether it is a formal requirement or a looser test for evaluating contestedness, disputants frequently are aware that they are supporting different conceptions of the concept of privacy and are also aware of specific points of deviation. The Jones and Kyllo decisions present examples of the knowing competition over privacy contests. Such contests occur at the 'street level' too, where competing privacy concepts are aggressively and defensively advanced.
(f) Exemplars
After describing the preceding five definitional characteristics of essentially contested concepts, Gallie introduces two more characteristics that attempt to distinguish essentially contested concepts from radically confused ones. How can we be sure that disagreements over privacy are genuine disagreements over the concept itself and not just examples of talking past one another, where one group simply uses the word 'privacy' to refer to something different from the other?
In part to resolve this difficulty, Gallie introduces the idea of an 'exemplar', where those who disagree on the definition of a concept can agree that a particular instance embodies the concept in question. Part of the point is that 'exemplars', rather than a single 'exemplar', are most appropriate, given the openness described above. A compelling vindication of the place of exemplars comes from Justice Potter Stewart's infamous concurrence in Jacobellis v. Ohio, where he wrote 'perhaps I could never succeed in intelligibly' defining hard-core pornography, but 'I know it when I see it' [37, p. 197] .
In the case of privacy, there are numerous exemplars that motivate standard expectations. A peeping tom peering through a window to watch someone's morning routine is an invasion of privacy. So too is a wiretap on a landline telephone transmitting all conversations to a Government agent in the attic of the next building over. So too is a scenario in which a stranger on the street takes a photograph of me in a slightly compromising light, perhaps just as the contents of my taco have fallen all over my shirt, and then later distributes the photograph online where my co-workers or distant friends see it. Taken as a group, these familiar exemplars do not all point to the same underlying conditions of privacy, nor to a singular essence of privacy. Yet they all do point to the concept of privacy. 
(g) Progressive competition
Gallie's final criterion helps further distinguish contested from confused concepts. This criterion is of particular interest for our approach to privacy, in that Gallie suggests that contestability, unlike confusion, can be a generative or progressive feature of conceptual disagreement. Gallie's seventh criterion is that ongoing uses of, and disputes over, contested concepts help to preserve and develop the functionality of such concepts.
Importantly, the seventh criterion must always be evaluated prospectively, because it concerns downstream consequences of the ongoing contestedness of a concept. Thus, Gallie notes that the final criterion is 'conditional in the extreme' [14, p. 179] . It is conditional, at least in part, upon the future. It often cannot be easily settled in advance as an extant feature of a concept. For it is a criterion whose applicability is better assessed in terms of the consequences of taking a concept as contestable and continuing the contest over its function and meaning. For these reasons, we believe that Gallie's seventh criterion motivates a turn to the implications that would follow from a reorientation of our understanding of privacy towards seeing it as an essentially contested concept. To such implications, we now turn.
Implications for design
What could we conclude from an argument that privacy is an essentially contested concept? For us, the importance of the conclusion is inherently practical with respect to scholars in the area of privacy, technologists in the practice of data science and ethicists of technology in general. Drawing on a (much-debated) convention within the field of human-computer interaction [38] , we present the following implications for design.
Debate over the definition of privacy is productive, even though (indeed because) it is unlikely
to be definitively decided. To avoid unproductive conversation or the threat of relativism, scholars should use specific qualifiers and justifications when discussing the definition or definitions of privacy. We believe that the analytic, as described below, will be a useful map for such conversations. That privacy is an essentially contested concept confirms some best practices and common design advice, but might also suggest others. A user-centred design process that works closely with different stakeholders to understand their concerns is likely, by virtue of being more grounded, to anticipate user values. However, contestation should also encourage designers to consider concepts at a high level. If the designer understands the object or justification of privacy in play behind a particular privacy concern, she might more readily discover a way to support that value directly. The values-in-design literature provides examples of both the challenges in and potential techniques for identifying and implementing values in technical designs [39] .
It is important to bear in mind that the internal complexity of privacy means that privacy can be contested even within a particular context. Thus, designers must consider the possibility that privacy may be conceived of by different parties-users and subjects of a technology, for example-towards different ends. 
To improve implementation of values in design, we must document high-level principles, lowlevel properties and mappings between them.
We suggest that it would be useful for privacy research to develop tools that will help those in need of privacy (practitioners, users, legislators and regulators, compliance officers) map the variety of ways in which privacy is being contested within different contexts. Recent workshops have discussed the utility of enumerating detailed privacy properties for which specific technical measures can be developed [40] . As one tool for this mapping, we propose the following provisional analytic as an example of what such a shift in research focus might yield.
The purpose of such an analytic would be to assist in the better mapping of privacy. But this should not be taken to be designed with the express goal of mapping the one true, or the one best, definition of privacy. The purpose of such mapping tools should not be to eliminate privacy's contestability. Rather, it should be to work with it.
The multi-dimensional analytic we propose is offered as an example of how to press the conversation around privacy towards more rigorous modes of analysis in the face of privacy's essential contestability. Recognizing the generative contestability of privacy, our multi-variable analytic is meant to provide not an exhaustive specification of all the possible dimensions, conceptions and uses of privacy, but rather a specific starting point for expanding the range of our enquiries into the plurality of privacy. In enquiring into privacy, we should aim not to pin down privacy, but instead to clarify its many different contexts of usage, so that different usages can lead to meaningful contestation rather than a breakdown of discussion.
An analytic for mapping the multiple dimensions of contests over privacy
We propose an analytical tool for mapping claims for, criticisms of, and contests over privacy along the following 14 dimensions (all of which are described in the following subsections): object, justification, contrast concept, exemplar, target, subject, action, offender, from-whom, mechanism, provider, social boundaries, temporal scale and quantitative scope (see table 1 for a summary presentation). We cluster these 14 dimensions around a set of five meta-dimensions of theory, protection, harm, provision and scope. 1 Our claim is that analytically separating these threads helps clarify privacy's function and value in practice. What would otherwise remain a knot is thereby opened up to analytical discrimination so that we can recognize how different privacy conceptions are operating differently in different practical contexts. 2 
(a) Dimensions of theory (i) Objects of privacy
By object of privacy, we mean that which a conception of privacy seeks to provide, protect, secure, establish or create. Does the concept of privacy aim to secure a zone of individual freedom of action, provide control over individualized information, insulate individuals against social scrutiny or enable the efficient allocation of economic resources by way of socially distributed market mechanisms?
Delineating object as a dimension draws attention to the specific and varied ends which privacy is deployed to secure. It also allows us to appreciate the range of mechanisms that 1 These unifying meta-dimensions should not be taken as definitive, as other equally viable clusters present themselves. 2 Two qualifications are in order. First, it is not to be expected that a detailed examination of every dimension will be necessary in order to gain an understanding of any and every privacy violation we may meet with. Our claim, rather, is that this full list of dimensions specifies a generally sufficient range of material that one may need to assess a privacy violation. Second, it is not our view that any of the dimensions here specified pertain only to an analytical enquiry into concepts of privacy and their many functions. Clearly, they pertain to much else besides. Our claim is that some subset of these dimensions is sufficient to elucidate privacy, not that privacy is of necessity the only field of analysis in which these dimensions might come into play. can procure this end state. The object of privacy can remain agnostic with respect to the means employed to procure it.
(ii) Justifications of privacy
Discriminating among justifications draws attention to the analytically distinct reasons put forward in defence of a given object of privacy. The dimension of justification refers to the underlying beliefs or assumptions that ground and support a conception of privacy. If the object is that which privacy aims to secure or defend, then the justification furnishes the moral basis for securing and providing it. Different theories of privacy offer distinct justifications for the very same privacy object. Privacy proponents might argue that the appropriate object of privacy is a zone of individual freedom, yet disagree as to why this zone of freedom ought to be secured. One proponent might argue that privacy as a zone of freedom is justified because it is intrinsic to human dignity, while another might justify it as instrumental for realizing self-development. A wide range of justifications are consistent with any given object of privacy, and a given justification may support different objects. Distinguishing privacy's justificatory dimension thus helps us understand how privacy gets conceptualized from a normative point of view. Crisply delineating justifications helps us understand how to argue about, that is, how to keep contesting, privacy.
(iii) Contrast concept to privacy
Contrast concept refers to that which properly contrasts to an effective conception of privacy. Contrast concepts negatively define the contours of the concept in question. This is useful when grappling with abstract concepts that appear to sensibly contrast with a range of different contrast concepts. In the case of privacy, its different conceptualizations yield differing contrast concepts. That which is private may be properly contrasted to that which is public, as is typical of liberal political theories of governance and regulation, thus yielding a non-interference or non-intrusion image of privacy. Or, privacy may be properly contrasted to transparency or exposure, thus yielding an image of privacy in terms of secrecy or intimacy.
(iv) Exemplary privacy problems
Another crucial theoretical element of privacy is the exemplar (or paradigm or prototype) that crystallizes the problems, harms or violations to which a given concept of privacy responds. As Gallie notes, every viable conception of a contested concept must present itself, at least in part, through an exemplar that crystallizes the specific upshot of that conception. A conception of privacy without an exemplary privacy problem would remain purely formal. As such, we understand exemplars as central parts of the conceptions of which they are exemplary, not as mere afterthoughts to those conceptions once they are already established.
(b) Dimensions of protection (i) Target of privacy
By target of privacy, we refer to the specific type of thing that privacy aims to protect or safeguard. As such, the idea of a privacy target might be easily confused with the idea of a privacy object, but we find the analytical distinction between the two a firm one. Although object refers to that which privacy seeks to provide to those protected as the very aim of privacy protection, target refers more empirically to the specific types of things to which these protections apply. Thus, privacy in some instances might apply to the target of 'personal information' although the broader object of privacy in some of these instances might be 'personal dignity' or even 'personal freedom' such that privacy of personal information (as target) could afford a broader protection of personal freedom (as object). In many instances, the target and object of privacy can coincide. For example, in some instances, the target and object of privacy may be personal freedom or autonomy; in these instances, privacy applies directly to personal freedom as that which is both directly protected (as target) and sought as the aim of privacy protection (as object). But there are plenty of instances where targets and objects of privacy are distinct. Some of the most familiar targets of privacy include personal information, bodily integrity, intimacy in relationships, and personal effects such as diaries or calendars.
(ii) Subject of privacy
By subject of privacy, we refer to the agent or agents whom privacy protects. The subjects are those on whose behalf privacy is provided. This is worth specifying insofar as privacy often does not apply universally to all in identical fashion, but often applies to persons with respect to some particular feature of those persons or the situations in which they find themselves. The subject of privacy might be a single individual (e.g. 'myself' or 'my teenage daughter'), might be a distinctive social class (e.g. 'teenagers' or 'citizens of California') or might be a distinctive social role (e.g. 'students' or 'teachers').
(c) Dimensions of harm (i) Action against privacy
By action against privacy, we refer to the actions that constitute or initiate privacy harms. This is based on the recognition that privacy-related actions can vary in context, and independently of the other dimensions brought into focus by our analysis. Daniel Solove's taxonomical specification of 16 different violations of privacy grouped across the four categories of collection (surveillance and interrogation), processing (aggregation, identification, insecurity, secondary use and exclusion), dissemination (breach of confidentiality, disclosure, exposure, increased accessibility, blackmail, appropriation and distortion) and invasion (intrusion and decisional interference) provide a useful list of actions for consideration [21] . We endorse Solove's list as illustrative but neither exhaustive nor exclusive.
(ii) Offender against privacy
The dimension of privacy offender refers to those who are responsible for initiating or producing (whether intentionally or not) a violation of privacy. It is crucial to recognize that the offender in a given instance need not always be the same agent as that against whom privacy protections are meant to provide a shield. The offender just is that agent which brought about the privacy invasion in question. Privacy offenders sometimes work in their own interest (as in the case of the anxious ex-boyfriend who self-interestedly snoops around a diary or a cell phone dialled-calls list) but very often the offender against privacy creates the offence accidentally or unwittingly (as in the case of the corporation who accidentally is negligent about protecting the privacy of their clients in leaving a database of personal information unnecessarily exposed and vulnerable). These latter cases are, of course, the more unsettling because they are legally and morally much more ambiguous than cases of straightforward violations by clear-cut single-party offenders.
(iii) Privacy from-whom
Privacy from-whom refers to those against whom privacy protections work on behalf of a given subject. It is often valuable to distinguish the offender against privacy from the from-whom against which privacy protects the subject. In many cases, a single actor may occupy these two dimensions. For example, an ex-boyfriend hacks into his ex-girlfriend's email account (he is the offender) and reads only certain emails with his name in the subject line or body of the email (he is the intended from-whom). But in many cases these two dimensions do not coincide. For example, an ex-boyfriend (the offender) posts to their social network site a compromising picture of his exgirlfriend (the subject) that she would rather her mother and her employer (the from-whom) not 
(d) Dimensions of provision (i) Mechanism for privacy
The idea of mechanism for privacy helps delineate the technologies, techniques and tools through which privacy is or should be implemented. We presume that privacy is a normative notion, which means that it connotes should-ness and ought-ness. As such, privacy where it is not selfimplementing must be, and is, implemented by means or mechanisms that vary widely. While it is sometimes assumed that the proper mechanism for implementing privacy is the law, it is crucial to recognize that a surfeit of mechanisms are in use for the provision of privacy-these include norms, transaction costs and technology. Formalizing the category of mechanism focuses attention on the many ways privacy may be advanced. This is of particular importance due to the strengths and limitations of various mechanisms.
(ii) Provider of privacy
The provider of privacy refers to those agents who ought to provide privacy protections. On whom does the burden fall in cases where privacy is needed but not provided? In some cases, indeed perhaps the most canonical ones, it will be apparent that privacy is taken to regulatory bodies such as governmental agencies, or sovereign nation-states, or international treaty negotiations. Yet, there are other cases in which it may be equally plausible to demand privacy protections from another party. For instance, a corporation providing users with online email or social networking tools might be expected to provide sufficient protection to users' personal data. The increasing importance of privacy policies for online services providers is a testament to the recent trend towards thinking of privacy as something that rightly ought to be delivered as part of the services being used rather than thinking of privacy as a regulatory mandate imposed on these services by legal restriction.
(e) Dimensions of scope (i) Social boundaries
The idea of social boundaries for privacy captures the inherent social contextuality of privacy. The way in which privacy functions in medical practices will be different from the way in which we expect it to function in educational practices, or in industrial practices, or in aesthetic practices. Contexts, of course, are not always carved at the joints of professions. In some cases, the appropriate context for privacy will be with respect to economic interactions, where privacy might function differently than it would in the contexts of religious practices or military engagements. Another often important feature of context is geography, for example, a privacy norm may apply within the limits of a building or property line, it may apply more widely within the territory of a nation-state, or it may apply globally. Yet another crucial aspect of context concerns the way in which privacy is differently shaped by power in different contexts. 3 (ii) Temporal scale
The idea of the temporal scale of privacy provides a way of picking out the temporal expectations that attach to any attempt at privacy protection or any actual privacy harm. With respect to a given piece of personal information, it may be that privacy requires functionally unending protection. Other bits of personal information, however, may require protection for only a specified amount 
(iii) Quantitative scope
The idea of quantitative scope refers to the extent of application of privacy functions in question. This extent can be expressed as a function of traditional logical quantities such as universality, generality and particularity. It may be that a given privacy norm should apply universally in every possible instance, or it may be that it should apply universally within a specified social practice. In other cases, however, it may be more prudent to think of privacy norms as applying in a more granular manner, especially in contexts where case-by-case determinations need to be made. Quantitative scope thus specifies the boundedness of the application of privacy in a social context where those bounds do not exactly match the bounds of the social context itself.
Conclusion
Contestability in its many forms poses problems insofar as it can easily be used as cover for equivocation, sloppy inference and invalid argumentation. Privacy disputes often facilitate political posturing rather than deliberative dialogue. Privacy disputes are often wielded not to engage, but to silence. Privacy disputes often encourage us to avoid the nuanced conversations that are required to maintain privacy.
Coupling an embrace of contestability with analytical frameworks can facilitate more productive and reflective debates over privacy. It combines the generativity of contestability with rigorous close analysis that helps elucidate privacy contests and pinpoint key areas of disagreement. Analytic tools for dissecting privacy such as the one just presented can help us to retain the heat and fervour in privacy debates while also increasing the capacity to illuminate the sites of struggle. Such tools, therefore, facilitate more productive engagement, more agile innovation, and can even lead to more satisfying resolutions. This is a much-needed alternative to the doomsday-ing and nay-saying too often kindled in today's fiery debates over privacy. Recognizing privacy as an essentially contested concept may embolden those who benefit from keeping the privacy debates muddled. But, coupled with analytic tools such as ours, this recognition could also increase the ways in which enquiry and deliberation help tease out and advance privacy and reduce the role that power inherently plays in defining privacy in contemporary contests. Privacy is not disappearing, but it will-and more importantly mustundergo radical transformations. In the face of these transformations, privacy's contestability can be one of its strengths, at least in theory, and armed with tools such as our analytic, it can be so in practice too.
The question we face today is not simply: 'Privacy, yes or no?' While dilemmas between privacy and publicity, or privacy and surveillance, or privacy and security persist, the question we more often face today concerns the plurality available to us amidst contests over privacy: 'Which privacy? For what purpose? With what reason? As exemplified by what?' A multi-dimensional analytic is just one useful tool in our ongoing attempts to answer these questions. Such attempts are needful insofar as these questions are critical for understanding, valuing and implementing privacy. These questions are critical just to the extent that our culture is predicated not only on the maintenance of privacy itself, but also on the very contestability of whatever forms of privacy we would work to maintain.
